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‘Unmochon’: A Tool to Combat Online Sexual Harassment over
Facebook Messenger

Women in the global south often seek justice of online harassment through unavailing the harassers and the screenshots of
their sent harassment texts and visual contents on social media. However, women often experience further backlash with
the argument that these screenshots may have been manipulated. We studied these issues through a survey with 91 female
Facebook users and interviews with 43 females and other stakeholders from Bangladesh and designed ‘Unmochon’- a tool that
helps women collect such harassment texts and visual contents from Facebook Messenger, share with their intended group of
users and prove their authenticity. Our user-study with 48 participants revealed various challenging aspects of seeking justice
on social media using such technologies and the assumptions they are built on. Based these findings, we further discuss how
technologies should be designed to address women’s harassment on social media in such a complex social setting.

CCS Concepts: •Computer systems organization→ Embedded systems; Redundancy; Robotics; •Networks→Network
reliability; • Online Gender Harassment, Social Media, Facebook, Messenger, Solidarity, Feminism, Bangladesh;

Additional Key Words and Phrases: Online Gender Harassment, Social Media, Facebook, Messenger, Solidarity, Feminism,
Bangladesh, Unmochon, User-evaluation

1 INTRODUCTION
Women’s harassment is one of the age-old problems in the history of humankind. Many international reports
explain how prevalent this problem is from the enlightened western world to low-resourced global south. For
example, the United Nation Women reported that Up to 70 percent of women across the world face physical
and/or sexual violence in their lifetime [7] and National Intimate Partner and Sexual Violence Survey (NIPSV)
reported in 2018 that about 1 out of every 5 women (21.3%) in the United States experienced at least one attempted
or completed rape [82]. The picture in the global south is also equally disturbing, if not worse, as 66% of women
reported experiencing sexual harassment between two and five times in Delhi, India [7].
Today, with the widespread advancement of information technology, this problem has taken over the cyber-

spaces. Thus, online gender harassment is a widely discussed agenda across the world. Prior studies have showed
that female social accounts experience a significantly larger number of harassment incidents than that of male
accounts [9, 21, 29, 62] and thus have concluded that women are more vulnerable to online gender harassment.
The situation is more severe in patriarchal societies like Bangladesh as reports show that more than 70% percent
of the complaints filed at the government’s Information and Communication Technology Division’s Cyber Help
Desk in 2017 was about women’s online harassment [50]. Such harassment incidents often stress out the victims
and their families and lead to further effects like exclusion, humiliation, and public resentment, especially when
they live in conservative and patriarchal societies [55]. However, harassers often remain beyond the scope of
law-enforcement as Mishuk Chakma, Additional Deputy Commissioner of the Cyber Security and Crime Division
of Dhaka Metropolitan Police (DMP), commented, “However, most (female) victims of online harassment do not go
to the police station" [26].

Among the very tiny portion of the female victims of online gender harassment who break the silence and seek
out for help, often prefers exposing the harassers on social media with screenshots of their chats as supporting
evidence and seek justice [47, 52]. But, in most cases, the reports and the press releases by concerned authorities
show that the victims’ attempt to seek help and justice go in vain with the argument that the advancement of
technology now allows manipulation of screenshots. Thus, offenders often go away receiving the benefit of
doubts [47, 52]. However, any formal research has not reported or clarified yet what level of the extremeness of
the harassment pushes them to take such steps and what still blocks them from seeking out help.
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We address this gap in the literature through a two-phase span study. In the first phase, we investigated the
above-mentioned queries through a survey with 91 female Facebook users and interviews with 43 Facebook
users. Over the course of this phase, we sought answers to the following research questions:

RQ1: What kind of gender harassment do Bangladeshi women often face online, and which kind of
challenges often block them from seeking help?
RQ2: When and why do Bangladeshi women prefer exposing their online harassers and what factors
are significant while choosing possible online spaces for such actions?
RQ3: How do the existing tools, platform policies, and online environment often fail to assist them in
this regard?

Our findings from this first phase show that often their complaints about harassment and supporting evidence
are challenged with authenticity. Building on these, the second phase of the study aimed at designing a tool to
support the women who seek help and justice to their online harassment. We build on the shame-based model
of justice in this adversarial design [12, 28]. In this regard, we prototyped an application for women to help
them seek justice for their online harassment. This paper introduces ‘Unmochon’, an application that helps with
authentication issues associated with the screenshots of the chat history with the harasser that women often
share while seeking help and justice. We evaluated this application with 48 participants using interviews and
focus group discussions. We found that women often prefer hiding their identity as a victim, fearing that this
might bring them further victim-blaming and slut-shaming and may even engender real-life security threats.
During the user-evaluation of the tool, some participants also mentioned that any misuse of such technologies
could lead to counter-harassment for the accused party and urged to include such concerns in the set of agendas
while designing feminist technologies.

Our work makes a four-fold contribution to feminist-human computer interaction (feminist-HCI), social
media studies, and information and communication technologies and development (ICTD). First, our findings
detail Bangladeshi female internet users’ online gender harassment and what kind of measures do they take
while addressing those. Second, drawing on our findings, we build a set of design assumptions practical and
appropriate for assisting victims to seek justice. Here, we bring the model of shame-based justice to design [12].
Prior works suggest that societies may have lower crimes, if shame about the crime is communicated effectively
[16]. Therefore, shame about harassing women must be communicated effectively for seeking online gender
Justice and reducing women harassment. In this regard, we prototype and evaluate Unmochon and report the
perception of victims and other stakeholders of such tools that support online gender justice. Finally, we report
findings from our discussions with the participants and other stakeholders that unfold different complicated
issues entangled with cyber-harassment and social justice and suggest possible design directions for safer online
experience for women in the global south.

2 RELATED WORK
In building our research question and making arguments based on our findings, we draw on the literature of three
broader themes: technologies supporting women’s safety, online movements for gender justice, and literature of
justice and gender harassment in Bangladesh. In this section, we briefly discuss some of the existing works built
on these themes and situate our research question in this regard.

2.1 Gender Harassment, Cyber Spaces, and Related Technologies
Online harassment is a widely discussed agenda in HCI, social media research, and gender studies. Online
harassment not only stresses the users out but also may cause economic damage to the platform when users
choose to leave it or limit their activity [33, 59, 90]. Even though most of the online platforms and social media
offer the users with help to handle such cases, often users find those processes slow, inconsistent, and dismissive
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[40, 91, 92]. Researchers working in the intersection of social media, web security, and HCI design have been
engaged in developingmachine learningmodels to detect harassment for years [12, 20, 36, 57, 70, 97]. Some of these
models have also integrated human intervention in cases for further effectiveness of the models [12, 20, 36, 70, 97].
However, these models often fail to address the needs of the users due to a higher odds of deception and
misclassification, and the presence of biases in the process of their training mechanisms [11, 46]. Along with
all of the above-mentioned concerns and limitations, the existing state-of-the-art tools and mechanisms for
fighting online harassment often fail to address culturally contextual gendered needs in such cases of harassment,
including users’ vulnerability due to their gender identity and a balance between their needs and expectation and
their power and agency on social media [12, 33, 80, 84, 90].
In recent years, a group of researchers has showed that users’ perception of online safety is subjective and

depends on a lot of factors including their digital privacy and security and the values upheld by the community
[73]. Some researchers have also engaged in understanding forms of harassment, its gendered angles, sealioning,
and other relevant abuse on social media and call for designing more options in the platforms than blocking
harassers and deactivating own IDs in this regard [12, 13, 76, 90]. Jhaver et al. studied Twitter users’ blocklists to
interrogate online harassment and reported that users may not feel entirely protected by blocking the harassers
and often blocked users feel they are unfairly treated [51]. However, the design, features, and affordances of social
media, including Facebook, vary across regions (see Facebook lite and messenger lite for the global south [78])
and thus users’ social media behavior are also diverse and culture-specific [61, 98]. Thus, the aforementioned
rich body of works needs to expand by investigating how the patterns of harassment vary for users of different
populations and how the existing supporting tools and techniques are challenged by those.
Another body of literature has progressed over time in explaining how internet connectivity, messenger

services, multimedia calls, and social media have been useful for women addressing and fighting their harassment
and abuse. For example, Satchell and Foth found that women on physical spaces and on-street pretended to
talk or text on their phones so that the prospective harassers nearby would think that the women are active on
social network right at that moment and they have the option to seek help right away if needed [77]. To boost
their courage against prospective street-harassers, some women also reported preferring to remain connected
to their loved ones over the time of their travel and inform their loved ones over a phone call upon arriving at
their destination [14]. Furthermore, there are many designs and interventions to address harassment on streets
or other public places in western countries. They include ComfortZones [14], CityWatch [53], Hollaback! [27],
CampusWatch [71] among others.

However, addressing gender harassment using technology is more challenging in low-resourced countries in
the global south because many of the users live in strictly patriarchal societies, and raising voice against men is
often challenging and usually discouraged through victim-blaming and slut-shaming [3, 56, 86, 88]. Still, a thread
of such design has evolved over time to address harassment and crime in the physical space through design. For
example, Protibadi, ProtibadiNext, Safestreet, and HearMe in Bangladesh [2–5], Harassmap in Egypt [99], Safe
Mathare in Kenya [39], CrimeID in Indonesia [96], and Safetipin, Samrisa, and Panic-button in India [56, 83, 89]
were designed to address street harassment, seek help from passers-by, friends, or police, share stories online,
and/or map harassment incidents on an interactive digital map. However, gender harassment on social media,
messenger services, and cyberspaces in the context of the global south has remained largely an understudied
topic in HCI, feminist-design, social media research, and related domains. One notable exception is Nova et al.’s
work on understanding the pattern of sexual harassment on social media in Bangladesh [68], where they have
revealed how people close to women harass them anonymously using the social media. However, their work
does not involve any preventive design interventions to stop such harassment. This calls for growing a deeper
understanding of the types and ways of harassment that Bangladeshi women often face online, and
which kind of challenges often block them from seeking help (RQ1) so that we can design a safer online
space for them.
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2.2 Online Gender Movements and Protests
The history of online movements and protests is fairly new but rich. Often such movements and protests come
with keywords that have specific meaning followed by hashtags and some activities. Covering all of them is
beyond the scope of the paper. Here, we will briefly describe some of the major and relevant feminist online
movements and protests.

Many of the early online feminist movements were launched basing on ideological conflicts. For example, Pink
Hijab Day (PHD) in 2004 was related to breast cancer awareness and aimed at countering the stereotypes of
Muslim women [75]. The movement started in the US and gradually spread through social media calling for
solidarity. However, this movement did not receive much organizational support outside of the US, and many
Arab women denied their solidarity because of local constraints. Another significant Muslim women solidarity
movement also took place in the last decade in Germany when a gender activist organization, namely FEMEN,
aimed at gender-freedom and called for several on-street activities that did not align with core sentiment of many
of the Muslim women [93]. Those groups of Muslim women, self-defines as ‘Muslima Pride’, protested on street
and spread the movement through Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram. using hashtag #MuslimahPride.
Black feminist agendas hold a significant part of online movements when it comes to protesting against

injustice. Most of those lies in the intersection of racism and gendered crimes. For example, #SayHerName started
in 2015 to tell the story of violence against black women while circumventing traditional media barriers [95]. It
started with the idea of making the sexual assaults and deaths of black transgender women noticeable which the
mainstream media kept ignoring, bringing out the stories of police brutality and violence against black women,
and gaining justice for them. Similarly, #JadaPose, #StandWithJada, and #JusticeForJada on twitter and other
social media in 2014 stood for soliciting justice for Jada, a sixteen-year-old rape-victim black teen [94]. Another
significant movement, #JusticeforLiz, shook the internet and social media in 2013 and sought justice for Kenyan
teen rape victim pseudonymously tagged as ‘Liz’ [45].

Arguably the biggest online movement broke the internet in October 2017, in which women across the world
used the hashtag #MeToo (or some variants of it) and publicly shared their untold stories of being sexually
harassed [81]. Founded in 2006 by Tarana Burke, a black female activist from New York [17, 18, 81], these events
followed Hollywood actress Alyssa Milano’s call on Twitter: “If all the women who have been sexually harassed
or assaulted wrote ‘Me too’ as a status, we might give people a sense of the magnitude of the problem" on October
15, 2017 [38]. This call for sharing harassment experiences with #MeToo hashtag followed Milano’s own story
of being sexually abused [63] and millions of women joined this movement. Some literature sees #MeToo as a
descendent of prior #MyHarveyWeinstein, #YouOkSis, and #SurvivorPrivilege movements [42, 66] and argue
that it only gained prominence when several Hollywood female celebrities came out with their stories of sexual
harassment [79].

Within a few days, #MeToo reached the Indian subcontinent, as many women flooded Twitter and other social
media platforms with stories of their sexual harassment [43, 58, 66]. However, this wave also faced a similar
backlash that victims here felt discomfort in disclosing stories of harassment if their harassers were someone in
the upper level of the power structure. For example, Sarkar, a Dalit Queer, cohered with #MeToo by preparing
a list of harassers in Indian Academia [35]. In this regard, Sarkar shared that the victims didn’t provide any
context while reporting and didn’t share any details explaining the incidents. The official investigation found a
few academicians guilty with no news of ongoing or planned inquiries for other names in the list [24, 79]. A
retired female showbiz celebrity shook the media in late September 2018 with her posts about the experience of
harassment by a colleague [25, 60]. Many other female and queer colleagues joined her quickly breaking their
silence [79]. While this movement successfully triggered the academia, industry, and showbiz, the harassment of
a large group of women from other professions, class, and social status remained beyond its scope. Also, reports
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show that #MeToo in Bangladesh was less successful than expected because of cultural differences, lack of hope,
and a lacking reliance on alternatives [43, 66].

The limited success of #MeToo in the Indian subcontinent aligns with the previous pattern of online movement
of #SlutWalk back in 2012, which also flopped in this region [65]. Following the western wave of fighting for
women’s right to choose their attire and not to be slut-shammed [64], there was a call for #SlutWalk in Bhopal,
India. This was officially declared as a failure due to insufficient in-person participation, while thousands of
people showed their interest on Facebook and other social media platforms and promised to join [65]. However,
not all the online movements stay unsuccessful in the Indian subcontinent. For example, protest against increased
tax on female hygiene products [#LahukaLagaan, see [30]] is known to be one of the biggest women-led Twitter
campaigns to demand policy change in India. This provokes us to investigate how social media and other
technologies together leverage gender justice in the Indian subcontinent and we ask what kind of roles do
different tools and technologies play or underplay in this regard (RQ3).

2.3 Model of Justice and Gender Harassment in Bangladesh
Finally, we turn to the literature of justice relevant to our context and research question. Prior works on gender
justice showed that many female victims of street harassment are reluctant to report to police and law enforcement
authorities since those may not have been much unhelpful previously and the investigations may lead to the
next level of inconvenience and costing another harassment to themselves [48]. Also, reports show that women
often feel that their reports to law-enforcement authorities may also bring them shame and blame for supposedly
provocative behavior [48]. Another study revealed that such incidents often leave great stress on women, resulting
in making them feel helpless, and a further limit on their mobility [3]. Also, they are generally not comfortable
engaging in discussions regarding such harassment incidents because there is some social backlash of bringing
attention to street harassment, and disclosure of them being harassed could further itself be played as a source of
shame and embarrassment [3] for the female victims. It has been reported that women often vent their frustration
regarding such incidents in social media and disclose their experience to friends, peers, or followers [6, 27]
and there are tools and interventions that support such agenda of gender justice sought online by disclosing
identifiers, an image of the face of the harasser, for example [27].
The reports on seeking justice online in the context of Bangladeshi gender harassment also cohere with this

pattern, as we see from the reports [26, 50]. In most of the cases, women are fed up with the response from
their situated infrastructure of legal and social support and thus find alternatives by exposing and shaming the
harassers in front of internet-citizens, often termed as ‘Netizens’. This model of seeking justice aligns with the
idea of ‘Mob Justice’ .Mob Justice is defined as, “Ruling by a group of mass" [41, 54]. Here the Netizens constitute
the mob who decide the conviction. Although part of such a justice model seems to be unpredictable public
opinion, mob justice has often been differentiated as a model of justice when proper democratic participation is
missing in a justice system and people feel in-secured and lose their faith in legal systems [69]. This practice
of Bangladeshi women seeking mob justice excites one of our research questions. In this study, we investigate
when and why do they prefer exposing their online harassers and what factors are significant while
choosing possible online spaces for such actions (RQ2).

3 UNDERSTANDING ONLINE GENDER HARASSMENT IN BANGLADESH
We conducted an anonymous survey and investigated the nature of women’s experiences of online gender
harassment, their existing strategies for seeking help and justice for it, and how their networks often react to
that. Then, through interviews with 43 participants, we grew a deeper understanding of various angles of online
gender harassment to find possible design avenue. This phase of work was conducted between June to October
2019. This study was approved by the ethics review committee of the authors’ institutions.
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Details of Pre-Design Survey and Interview

Survey

Total Number of Survey Responses: 91
Age Range (in Years) Occupation
18-25: 52 (57%) Student: 53 (58%)
26-35: 36 (40%) Public/private job-holder: 27 (29%)
36-45: 2 (2%) Teacher: 5 (6%)
46+: 1 (1%) Others: 6 (7%)

Interview

Total Number of Interview Participants: 43 (Female:37, Male:6)
Age Range (in Years) Occupation
18-25: 18 (42%) Public/private job-holder: 27 (63%)
26-35: 23 (53%) Student: 7 (16%)
36-45: 2 (5%) Housewife: 3 (7%)
46+: 0 (0%) Others: 6 (14%)

Table 1. Demographic Characteristics of the Survey and Interview Participants

3.1 Methods
To get a broader understanding of Bangladeshi women’s harassment experiences online and to develop ideas
of their resistance and associated challenges, we conducted both an online survey and an interview study. The
anonymous online survey allowed many women to talk about this tabooed issue more comfortably. On the
other hand, the interviews allowed us to go deeper into some of the stories coming from some women who felt
comfortable to talk about this issue with us. We describe both of our methods below with further details.

3.1.1 Online Survey. We hosted our anonymous online survey on Google Survey and circulated it online,
including emails of the authors’ friends and Facebook groups which the authors’ frequently used. Participants
took part in the online survey by clicking on a link attached to the emails or the Facebook post. We requested a
response from Bangladeshi female users only. The request for participants’ consent came along with the post
and the email. In the call for a response to the survey, we explained the purpose of the survey and ensured the
anonymity of the respondents. The participants were allowed to proceed upon confirming at the beginning that
this was their first time participating in the survey.
The language of the survey was Bengali. It asked the participants about the type of harassment they faced

on Facebook and other social media platforms, their relationship with the harassers, if they sought help from
friends and law-enforcement authorities and other relevant information. Although most of the questions were
structured as check-boxes or multiple-choice questions, the survey also included several optional open-ended
text-boxes where participants could freely express their opinions and concerns around their harassment on
Facebook messenger and other social platforms. No personally identifiable information (e.g., Name, Location.
etc.) was collected from the survey participants in this study. We did not offer any compensation for participation.
It generally took the participants around 10-15 minutes to complete the survey. The participants were allowed
to leave the survey at any time without any further consequences just by closing the survey window in their
computer browser. A total of 91 participants completed the survey. See table-1 for the age range and occupation
of the participants.

3.1.2 Interviews. To grow a deeper understanding of different angles of online gender harassment, we conducted
semi-structured interviews with 37 female and 6 male Facebook users. Among them, there were 3 male police
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officers who have been working for several years on gender harassment on cyber-spaces and one professional
female lawyer who has been working on gender issues for the past three years. We recruited the participants
from our professional networks on Facebook through convenient sampling [49]. We explained the purpose of the
work to them while scheduling the one-on-one interviews. Since gender harassment is a stigmatized topic in
Bengali culture, we let them choose between online and in-person meetings.
We conducted the interviews in Bengali. We asked them about their and their friends’ experiences of online

harassment, especially in comments and chats on social media, what kind of actions they took, what kind of
help they sought, and other relevant information. We led to the deeper discussions only when they confirmed
us of their comfort in talking about those incidents. The Police officers and the lawyer helped us with different
socio-cultural, ethical, and legal angles of online gender harassment and existing support systems in the country
for the victims. All the interviews started with oral consent from the participants and were audio-recorded in
researchers’ mobile phones with the permission of the participants. We also took notes during the interviews.
Generally, the interview sessions lasted around 30-40mins.

3.1.3 Data Collection and Analysis. All the survey responses were initially recorded in the storage of the Google
survey. The data came anonymized and we retrieved them in comma-separated values (CSV) format. Later we
stored it in our secured storage space. First, we translated the CSV from Bengali to English and cleaned the
data. We used the open source statistical tools on python for further analysis. We also evaluated the responses
qualitatively to understand the nuance of the online gender harassment faced by Bangladeshi female social media
users.
The interviews generated a total of 11 hrs of audio recordings. We transferred them to a secured computer

owned by the researchers. Then we translated and transcribed them. The transcriptions and the interview
notes generated 80 pages of documented data. We removed the identifiers before conducting open coding and
thematic analysis on them [15, 85]. Four of the authors independently read through the transcripts carefully
and allowed codes to develop. Later they shared their codes with each other. A Total of Thirty-five codes were
spontaneously developed initially, for example, stigma, victim-blaming, skepticism and mistrust, denial, slut-
shaming, betrayal, blackmail, threat, etc. After a few iterations, we clustered related codes into themes and drew
our design assumptions on them.

3.2 Understanding Online Gender Harassment in Bangladesh
The findings from the survey and the interviews inform us about the harassers and the type of harassment often
the victims face, effects of harassment on them, existing social and legal supports and how those are helpful to
them, and how they often resist. This subsection highlights some of the key findings.

3.2.1 The Harassers. We found that more than 70 of our survey respondents (58%) were harassed by unknown
people online [see fig-1(left)]. 11 of the interview participants mentioned that they tried visiting the Facebook
profiles of their unfamiliar harassers but their information was hidden or their Facebook profile used "locked"
feature. However, unknown online IDs may not be always strangers as 5 of the interview participants mentioned
that they had clues and evidence that their unknown harassers were someone they knew. We quote one of them,

“The unknown ID in the Facebook other-box shamed me for my bigger breasts and my skin being dark.
Later we found that a group of students from our class together ran that account. Rather than apologizing
for what they did, they said, "Relax, chill, and take it easy. It was not to insult you, we were just kidding."
But that was no fun for me!", (P15)

45 of the survey respondents (36%) said that their harassers were their classmates, friends, and relatives who did
not even bother hiding and harassed them upfront [see fig-1(left)]. A survey participant expressed her frustration
and intimidation as her harasser was a law student at her university and hoped that this survey might help her
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Fig. 1. (Left) Relationship between the harassers and female victims in context of harassment over Facebook Messenger,
(right) if women consider seeking legal support and why, if not

find ways. Another interview participant mentioned that her husband lived overseas and her sister-in-law and
sister-in-law’s husband are the temporary guardians of her toddler and her. She explained how her sister-in-law’s
husband tried to take advantage of her and used Facebook messenger for that,

“The man keeps texting me on Facebook asking to see him outside alone, sends me vulgar images, and
deletes those from his end in a few minutes. I can not even block him because then what will I tell my
sister-in-law? They live next door, I often need to leave my baby to them if I go outside. I can not offend
her, right?", (P28)

Another 13 of the interview participants shared similar stories of their online harassment incidents and
explained how those were challenging since those came from family members or close relatives. Five of them
even refused to discuss the details of the incidents as they tagged those as “private problem within the family" and
thought discussing those would be inappropriate even for research purposes.

3.2.2 Types of Harassment. Our survey reports that online harassers often send women vulgar text messages,
and inappropriate multimedia contents, request nude photos of them, threaten them of defaming using their
photo-shopped pornographic images, and even sometimes threaten them to rape and murder [see fig-1(right) for
the breakdown]. We divide the patterns of harassment in major five categories: forcing a romantic relationship,
seeking revenge, spreading hatred and threatening, and venting random frustration.
Forcing for a Romantic Relationship. 39 of the survey respondents reported that they were forced to go in

a romantic relationship, date them, or marry them [see fig-1(right)]. Sometimes such proposals come with even
worse kinds of threat, as 11 of the survey participants mentioned in their response. We quote one of the survey
participants’ explanations form her response in the survey,

“One of my friends was threatened (on Facebook) by a senior student (who wanted to date her) at (name
of the university where she studies), he said, “I will kidnap you from the university campus if you do not
meet me in person". She was extremely frightened.", (S80)

15 of our interview participants informed us that they were repetitively asked them out and marry them
through texts and calls, and even in comment sections of their and their friends’ posts by the harassers.
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Seeking Revenge. 13 of our survey respondents mentioned that their harassers were their ex-boyfriends or
someone whom they have refused to date or marry before. Two of the respondent mentioned that their harasser
continued even though the respondents are married for several years. Often these harassers tried to defame them
in public, as we quote one of them,

“(After I refused to date my classmate)...he told people the truth by mixing lies in my name and tried to
gain sympathy. He wanted to portray that, it’s me who played dirty with him, and threatened me that
he will reveal all the things I share with him when we used to be friends and will prove to everyone that I
am bad and so on...", (S34)

Thus, harassers of this category are generally known to the victims and often they have something to defame
the victims, including romantic chat history, previous intimate photos, and other private multimedia contents.
Imposing Conservative and Religious Sentiments. 19 of the female interview participants mentioned that

their harassers, both online and in real life, used conservative and religious sentiments to harass them. In many
cases, often the female victims are cursed for numerous reasons including their working or studying outside
and their attire as a justification for their harassment. Our participants opined that online spaces are easier for
imposing these. Even our survey received such a response that name-called one of our male researchers and
expressed objection against his wife’s attire, as we copy that response,

“Girls need to cover themselves properly by doing “Parda". That will help to lessen harassment. People
along with (One of the male co-author’s name) and others, please keep your wives covered following the
rules of “Parda".", (S27)

Mockery Using Anti-Religious Sentiments. 4 of our interview participants were Hindu females, and all of
them mentioned that their online harassers frequently used mockery and disrespectful words towards Hindu
religion. They explained that being women of the minor religious group makes them easier targets for such
harassment, as we quote one of them,

“Being a Hindu is already challenging here, being a Hindu female is even worse... One Facebook account
sent me some awful vulgar texts about Draupadi and her five husbands (characters from Hindu religious
myths). It said that they were also five people running that account and kept asking me out with
inappropriate offers... Using my religion to harass me is twice as hurtful.", (P15)

Venting Out Random Frustration. Our survey informs that 17 participants’ harassers called them over the
phone or messenger calls services and initiated threatening and inappropriate conversations. 21 participants
received threatening and erotic texts, or vulgar messages, inappropriate audio clips, and multimedia contents
from unknown accounts. Harassment for no reason may also come from known people, as one of the participants
gave an example of her friend’s experience,

“... Another friend of mine was consoling a guy she knew after his breakup, and he started saying things
like ‘I named my dick the hulk’ and then sent her pics (images). It was so uncalled for, considering we
knew him as an elite person.", (S80)

11 of our female interview participants also mentioned that they thought most of the harassers they experienced
were possibly frustrated and harassing random women online was probably a reflection of that. They also opined
that harassers probably think women’s inboxes are the safest places for venting out their random frustrations.

3.2.3 Effects of Harassment on Victims. In many cases, women’s harassment is considered as normal phenomena
by their friends and family and other possible support. Sometimes their complaints and frustrations are even
discarded as a topic of discussion as if pretty women are supposed to be harassed, as one of the survey participants
explained,
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Fig. 2. (a) Break down of the forms of harassment that female Facebook users face over the messenger inbox

“...(T)he comment was like, “As a beautiful girl, it’s pretty common that guys will fall for you, so it’s
very normal. When pretty girls are given freedom, the girl and her family members/husband need to
accept this kind of situations and understand that these kinds of incidents can happen with her.", (S60)

Furthermore, when a female participant discovered that she never experienced any gender harassment, not
that she was aware of and she expressed her surprise in the survey response. In the survey and during the
interview, many participants mentioned that taking those was never easy for them and these incidents made
some emotional, social, and educational damage, as we discuss them below.
Restricting Social Life.Often womenwho face harassment are ashamed in society, as many of our participants

informed us. 14 of our participants mentioned that in many cases their friendly behavior was misread as sexual
signaling and they were harassed. As one of the participants explained by giving an example of her experience,

“I was involved in a lot of organizational activities. But then some students started saying that I am
doing those for attention. One day a text from a co-organizer arrived on my phone asking me how many
times he needs to use his (body-part) so that I am convinced to be his partner in some event. When I saw
him on campus, I asked him and he said he did not do it. But I know either he or his friends have done
that. I have stopped being social since then, I do events occasionally, but I have a cold face now.", (P19)

Our interview participants also mentioned that this fact equally applies to domestic environments as well. 14
of the interview participants reported that at some point in their lives, they were harassed by their family or
next-door neighbors. One of the participants shared her experience of being harassed by a cousin and how their
families went into a bitter relationship,

“My cousin who is 8 years younger than me used to text me frequently and I replied nicely. Then he
started sending me inappropriate media contents. I was shocked and asked him not to send those to me.
Rather than stopping, he called me old-fashioned. I blocked him because he won’t listen to me. Later my
aunt, my mom, and I had an unpleasant conversation and my aunt cursed me. Now my mother blames
me for speaking up. But I am not going to be social with that family anymore.", (P32)

Thus, often women stop being social in their real-life to avoid harassment. This sometimes helps and sometimes
fails, as several participants mention. Furthermore, sometimes they also need to limit their online social life
because of their harassment, as 9 of the women mentioned and here we quote one of them.

“I was first harassed online on Mig chat. I was only 17 then and it was only a few months that I started
using it. An ID wanted me to act like I am doing physical intercourse with him, I did not even know that
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called sexting. I was scared and stopped using it. But that was a way for me to stay connected to a lot of
friends, so I lost those connections.", (P19)

Limiting Scope of Education and Career. Our participants mentioned that things are worse when their
harassers share the same academic community. 13 of the interview participants mentioned that they have
experienced harassment from their classmates and some of them had to compromise their academic scope and
opportunities because of this issue, as we quote one of them,

“I used to ask a lot of questions in the Facebook group of the class. That person put likes on all my
comments. Then he texted me asking to see him separately and help him study. He would never stop
nagging so I blocked him. Then he confronted me in the class one day. I was scared. I went to the
register-office immediately, changed my class shift to morning ones. Also, I deactivated my Facebook
so that there is no way he can reach out to me, not even using another Facebook ID. But this is not a
sustainable solution. It is very easy to find me on campus and harass me again.", (P23)

However, things are more complicated when the harasser is somewhere in an upper level of the power structure.
In such situation, the victims are thought to be making things up to climb the ladder and further become victim
of slut-shaming. 15 of the interview participants mentioned either them or their friends have become the victim
of such slut-shaming, as we quote one of them,

“He is a junior teacher in my department at the university. He seemed very friendly with the boys in my
class but he texted me strange things using Facebook message. I was astonished. I did not know whom to
talk to, so when I saw my advisor next time, I informed him and asked him what to do. My advisor said
that I should stop flirting with him as he would be beyond my league. But I did not flirt with him! And
beyond my league!? What league? He was the awful one!", (P27)

9 of our participants also mentioned that at some point of their lives, their parents thought of stopping them
from going to school, tutoring center, or for education in general because they were victims of harassers from
their schools or tutoring centers and avoiding those places was the best solution their parents thought of. 5 of
the participants also mentioned that their mothers were child-brides as their grandparents married their mothers
off to avoid the trouble of eve-teasing on their way to school.
Furthermore, 13 of our participants reported that their or their friends’ professional career was impacted

because of online harassment at some point. One of them explained,
“My friend used to work at a USA based foreign company and her boss was located in the USA. So, often
she had to work in the night shift and keep talking to her boss over messenger. He used to send her adult
contents jokingly and later explained that such contents would keep her awake at night. And he used to
send those in the messenger’s secret conversation mode, so those would disappear in a few seconds. My
friend told him that she is uncomfortable. But nothing worked. My friend just stopped going to the office,
stopped receiving their calls, and did not even go there to retrieve her experience letter.", (P9)

Another 3 female participants mentioned that they also changed their job because of their harassment that
took place within their office network and internal platform and they found no other way than quitting.
Emotional Damage. 21 of our interview participants termed online harassment as ‘stressful’. They mentioned

how such incidents stopped them from concentrating on their work momentarily and for a longer time. Even if
they tried working around it, things did not go back to normal as before, as one on the participants explained
this way,

“It is not easy to stay calm once someone you do not know threats you that they will enter in the night
through your window and rape you. How do I even know that I do not know them? What if they are
someone who has access to my house? When I first received a threat like this in my other box, I could not
sleep a whole night.", (P22)
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However, 7 women mentioned in their interviews that the harasser being a known person was difficult for
them to handle and that is how it stressed them out. We quote one of them,

“One of my male friends in the class sent me awful jokes in the middle of one night. I thought he must
have been sleepy while sending those. I ignored it and pretended that I did not see since talking about
those would initiate further awkwardness. But things got worse when a male friend of him cracked a
joke of me being his sexting partner. That was untrue and humiliating in front of a bunch of classmates.
No matter how much I explained, I received that sarcastic gaze from them that I am one slutty bitch. I
have stopped making friends. If friends are supposed to not support you rather make fun of you then I do
not need one.", (P31)

Sometimes, even if the victims are classmates, their lack of control over the environment gives the harassers
some extra benefit, and this further damages the victims emotionally. One of the participants explained how it
was difficult for them, as we quote her below,

“I was one of the friendliest persons, but not anymore. They misinterpreted me intentionally and further
posted my caring comments and questions as I am trying to play slut with them. Seeing a strange vulgar
framing of my questions and comments as Facebook posts was traumatic for me. I begged them to stop,
but they did not listen and said, “it is just a joke". I was so broken that I had to take sleeping pills for the
next few nights. I had to take sessions (at the psychiatrist’s).", (P17)

When we asked her if she took any step against it, she mentioned that she made a complaint at the school but
her school refused to look into that case and told her that cyber-space is beyond the scope of the school campus.

3.2.4 Existing Social and Legal Support. In the survey, we asked if they ever considered seeking help from
police and law-enforcement authorities. 19 of them responded that they did not know the appropriate process.
Another 10 mentioned in their survey responses that their parents are reluctant to get into legal issues. Some of
the respondents mentioned their mistrust in local law and law enforcement agencies, as we quote one of them,

“After I reported the incident to one of the faculties, he told me to contact the police authority. But I
didn’t dare to speak about this at home because my family is a little backdated, so they will blame me
instead. And I have enough doubts about whether the police will take it seriously if I tell them about this
incident.", (S34)

One of the survey participants also mentioned in her response that involving the law-enforcement agencies
might even bring her further trouble in the day-to-day life security, as we quote her,

“I do not know if it can be brought under the law. And if there is a law which is not enforced, I am not
sure whether it will be a threat to my security or not.", (S2)

When we discussed this with three of our professionals, they explained to us that many times it is difficult to
find the harassers and bring them under the law because they either use a fake Facebook ID, or use cloned ID.
Also, they mentioned the challenge with digital evidence,

“Often we receive complaints about online gender harassment and they mention of comments and private
chats. They also send us a copy of those in images, but those images may not work as solid evidence. See,
today, there are many software that would manipulate the images of chats and comment on Facebook.
One way to solve this challenge is that they would come by our office, log in to their Facebook from our
computer, and show us the evidence from there. Or, they can log in using a desktop and the browser to
enter Facebook and video record the chat history along with the address bar on the top so that we can see
who exactly was the person they chat with. This might minimize the scope of manipulation.", (P41)
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However, in many cases these are troubles for many of the victims because of their limited resources. Also,
filing police cases takes a long time to solve. Thus, many of our participants mentioned that even if they know
the process, they would just pass complaining.

3.2.5 Resistance. During the sessions, we investigated how do the participants address their online harassment
and documented their response. We cluster the ways in three themes: ignoring and blocking, reporting to the
authority and the platform, and expose and shame. We briefly discuss them below:
Ignore and Block. 27 of our interview participants informed us that they think it is better to ignore the harasser

silently. 75 of our survey respondents and 23 of the interview participants mentioned that they have blocked
their harassers on the social media they used. But blocking does not end the story in many cases, especially when
the harassers are desperate and fearless. As one of the interview participants explained,

“I had a friend who was harassed by a man from her village. He used to text her asking out and my
friends never agreed. He sent awful things and he will do those to her once he can force marry her. No
matter how many times she blocked his phone number on her phone, and his Facebook IDs, it does not
help. He would change the phone number and get a new Facebook ID and restart.", (P9)

Another participant gave an example of her friend who was harassed by her school teacher in class and also
over Imo a few years back. The participant explained how the blocking and ignoring was not feasible for her, as
we quote her,

“He used to touch from the side while pretending to check her papers. In the night he would explain in
Imo that how much fun it was to touch her breast that way. My friend could not tell her parents because
he was the teacher, could not even block him because her parents are connected to him using Imo.", (P7)

Thus, when women are harassed by known people and have connections in real life, they try blocking and
ignoring but those do not solve their problems due to their social relationship.
Report to Platforms and Rightful Authorities. 23 of our interview respondents mentioned that they have

reported their unknown harassers on the social media platform they used. But the process of reporting to social
media platform often also suggests them to block that person, which is not a practical solution in many cases as we
explained earlier. Furthermore, online harassment in professional groups is more challenging for women to handle
this way. Over the course of the interview, we collected 13 cases where women’s online harassment happened in
their workspace, and reporting to rightful authority was difficult since those harassers were either their seniors
at work or their favored ones, as 11 of the stories suggest. In the rest of 2 cases, when the victims complained to
their higher officials, those cases were resolved with minimum punishment, as one of the respondents shared her
friend’s experience,

“Her teammate wanted to date her and she was not interested. He started cursing her in texts and even in
the office-emails since she ignored him. When she reported to her team-lead with copies of those emails,
he ‘helped’ resolving the case and said, ‘This is a minor problem and this may happen when we work
together. Let it go.’ Their office asked her to delete the copies of the emails from her end since they wanted
to keep the environment toxicity free and keep the reputation of the team neat and clean.", (P12)

Thus, this participant explained her friend’s frustration as she could not block or ignore him, neither her
reporting to the rightful authority worked, and she was requested to destroy the evidence.

3.2.6 Motivation to Expose and Shame. Our participants mentioned several reasons that influence online
gender harassment victims to expose their harassers online. These reasons include: i) many of the victims find
justice in shaming the harassers in public, ii) women want to warn others to be aware of the harassers, iii)
exposing the harassers online help them prove the case of harassment, and iv) in many cases, exposing helps to
push the formal reporting to the rightful authorities. We discuss these reasons below.
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Justice in Shaming. Sometimes women facing harassment feel that exposing their harassers should be a
possible response while seeking gender justice. 21 of the interview participants mentioned that they think shaming
is the way to prevail when it is challenging to bring the harassers under justice through social, professional, and
legal systems. One of the participants who lived in a small town shared a story of a school teacher who harassed
her and many other girls over messengers.

“He picked the under-performing girls, sent them porn images, and asked them to explain the details. If
someone refused, then he would complain to her parents that she is inconsistent with studies. One of the
girls finally exposed his stupid activities. I am glad that what I could not do during my days, she did it.
Now he is known as a predator in the town, he has lost most of his private tuition. Girls like me were
scared and suffered alone, he should suffer in public.", (P37)

Thus, 15 of interview participants mentioned that they have considered exposing or have exposed their harasser
by publishing the harassment stories and a copy of their conversations, if available, in public. The victims believed
that this would impact on harassers’ social and professional life and that is the punishment they deserve.
Blowing the Whistle to Warn Others. 9 of the interview participants who went to the same university

mentioned a similar story of a harasser at the university who harassed many female students in their Facebook
inbox and later got exposed to a Facebook group related to that university. One of the participants explained the
story to us,

“My roommate was a victim of his consistent dating proposal. And a girl living 2 rooms after ours also
kept receiving the same proposals. My friend was afraid that the guy might get vindictive. Meanwhile,
his harassment stories started coming out in (name of the group). My friend and I convinced a male
friend to share screenshots from our side to show that there are more victims of this harasser. And we
wanted to tell the other female students that they should be aware of this person.", (P29)

Thus, these female participants mentioned that they did not see prevailing justice only through punishment or
shaming, but through finding a way that no person becomes a victim of the same thing again. They also explained
that since society is patriarchal and men are considered superior here, it is an injustice to a girl not to inform her
about the predators around them.
Burden of Proof. 13 of our participants opined that when a female victim raised their voice against their

repetitive harassers, often they are asked to submit proofs. In many cases, their cases are dismissed because they
do not save those or post those. One of the participants explained this by sharing her experience with us. She
explained that she was involved in organizing an event with a bunch of senior alumni at her school and one of
them harassed her online. He kept asking her to see him alone and spend some ‘quality time’ as he termed that
way. When she raised her voice against it, she was shut because of a lack of proof, as she explained,

“He used to sendme strange texts using secret messagemode (on FacebookMessenger). Once the celebration
was over, I raised my voice and posted the story with a copy of the most recent text from him on the
school alumni group. But his friends asked me where is the proof that he ridiculed me consistently and
why am I saying it now... I wish I saved the previous texts as well.", (P23)

The participant further explained that how the friends of that harasser started dogpiling. Another 5 participants
also shared a similar pattern of such experiences when people asked for proofs even for repetitive harassment
incidents.
Exposing is Reporting. As we showed that sometimes formally reporting to the concerned authorities failed

and dismissed, organizing mini-movements on social media against the harassers might help establish gender
justice. For example, here is a story that one of the interview participants shared. A renowned professor in
their department was accused of online gender harassment. Initially, some of his students and colleagues denied
accepting that because of his skyrocketing reputation. We quote one of the interview participants,
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“When the first girl raised her voice on Facebook, they challenged her by asking, “Did he really harass you
in the chat?". Then she gave screenshots and they said she made it up. Then gradually more women came
out, some from other universities and even school kids who got connected to him through a competition.
Some girls claimed that they formally reported at the university but their cases were dismissed as he is a
star professor. Finally, when he lost his reputation, the university stepped in and fired him.", (P20)

Our participants mentioned that sometimes it is difficult even to start a conversation on harassment due to
fear of further victim-blaming and slut-shamming. Thus, 17 women mentioned that while reporting these to
anyone outside their friends, women should either use a fake ID, possibly as male one, to hide behind it and avoid
victim-blaming and slut-shaming, or request a male friend to speak for them for more credibility.

3.3 Summary and What is Missing
In summary, we found that women are often victim-blamed and slut-shamed for their harassment. Therefore,
they generally prefer to keep harassment incidents a secret. They would share within their friends and solicit
possible solutions. Sometimes, they also try to locally solve it while hiding their identity. The existing process of
seeking legal help is often complicated, lengthy, and challenging for them due to a number of reasons. So they
respond to their harassment by exposing the harasser with evidence of the history of conversation and showing
solidarity to other victims if harassed by the same harasser. Still, they often face backlash from the people they
seek support from as these groups of people often deny to believe the incidents of harassment. In such cases,
even if the victims present the screenshots, often people are skeptical if that evidence is authentic.
The professionals working for police informed us that confirming the authenticity of digital evidence of

harassment is challenging and the forensic procedure is also complicated. Still, they try to work it out by either
in-person evidence collection, or videos of chat where they actually get to see the harassers’ ID. However, this
complicated process further discourages the victims to seek legal help. Today, this part of the design of social
media is poor. Widely used social media platforms in Bangladesh, including Facebook, are missing a feature
which would help online gender harassment victim prove the authenticity of their harassment evidence and help
them engage in conversation with the law enforcement organizations to establish online gender justice with
minimum hassle.

4 DESIGNING ‘UNMOCHON’: A TOOL SUPPORTING GENDER JUSTICE
We draw on the findings from the survey responses and the interviews and translated those into the design.
We named our tool Unmochon. It is a Bengali word which means ‘disclosing’ or ‘unavailing’ something. One of
our pre-design interview participants discussed an idea of a hypothetical anti-harassment tool and named that
‘Unmochon’. Later, we borrowed it from them. This section describes our design goals and components of the
application followed by the details of implementation.

4.1 Design Goals
Our findings from the pre-design survey and interviews inform us of the denial that the victim receives while
seeking online gender justice. Therefore, we set our objective to help women collect evidence of their harassment
in a way that could be accepted as authentic by the concerned ones. We borrow the idea of shaming from shame-
based design for gender justice [12]. We select Facebook as the platform for the deployment since Facebook is
one of the most widely used social media platforms in Bangladesh. We draw on our findings to determine four
design goals necessary for a successful online anti-gender harassment tool:

G1: Capture Screenshot with Authenticity. The participants described scenarios where they saw
general people on Facebook being suspicious of the screenshots being true. In some cases, the
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Fig. 3. Work-flow diagram of Unmochon application with three major components: plugin at the user-end, the server with
end-to-end encryption, and the customized Facebook group.

screenshots were manipulated and some words were replaced. This kind of scenario urge us to set
the goal to design a tool that captures the screenshot with minimum or no option of moderation.
G2: Confirm that the Facebook Account in the Chat and Facebook Account Being Accused is
the Same. In some cases, someone opened a cloned Facebook ID of a particular person, pretended
to be him, and harassed women over the chat to defame him. This scenario urges to set the goal to
design a tool that confirms that Facebook account in the chat and Facebook account being accused
is the same. This will also make sure that no innocent individual gets reported and shamed in this
process.
G3: Hide the Identity of the Victims. Some of the participants reported that they would prefer
opening another Facebook account or requesting friends to make the case on behalf of them so that
they would stay behind the curtain and avoid victim-blaming and slut-shaming. Thus, our third goal
of the design is to create such an affordance and lessen women’s dependency on others.
G4: Share Screenshot in Public. In most cases, victims share the evidence of harassment in public
to shame the harasser, find more victims of the same harasser and share moral support, and seek mob
justice. Our final goal is built on this existing practice and we aim to create a convenient platform for
them to share their evidence and proof of its authenticity with minimum hassle.
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4.2 Components and Workflow of Unmochon
From the user needs and design goals arising from the interviews, we prototyped Unmochon. It is a windows-based
application. It has three main components: the browser plugin at the user-end, a server for storage, and a dedicated
Facebook group run by human admins.

4.2.1 The Browser Plugin. The application comes with an unmochon.exe plugin. The purpose of the plugin is to
take the screenshots from the chat window of the victim and prepare it for sharing. The initial version of the
plugin that we used for the study only works on the Chrome browser. It is developed on Java Platform.
Taking Screenshot. Once the plugin is installed, the welcome window pops up with a button on it saying

‘Take Screenshot’. After pressing the button, the application will allow the users with 10 seconds to set up their
Facebook messenger chat thread on the Chrome browser of which they want to capture the screenshot. Once the
10 seconds is over, it will automatically capture a screenshot and copy the URL from the address bar that shows
the unique Facebook ID number of the account with which the user had a chat and took a screenshot of.
Hiding Identifiers. Upon capturing the screenshot, the application opens the editing window that allows the

users to use the drawing pen only so that they can hide their own name, display picture in the thumb and any
related sensitive information, which they prefer not to the public (see the components and the flow in fig-3 (left)).
Once they are done hiding such identifiers, the application allows them to save the image of the chat and set it
ready for sending it to the server for further process. However, the step of hiding identifiers is optional and users
can skip it by pressing ‘cancel’ button and proceed to the next step of reporting by sending it and the harasser’s
Facebook account number to the server.

4.2.2 Storage in Server. Once the screenshots reach the server, it stores them there. Then it puts a stamp on
the image that says ‘Verified by Unmochon’ which means the screenshot of harassment chat history was taken
and reported using the application and thus it is possibly not fabricated. The mechanism of putting the stamp is
preset and functions only when the Facebook account number reported by the user and the one retrieved by
the plugin while taking the screenshot is the same (see the components and the flow in fig-3(top-right)). The
mechanism also detects the mode of the reports by analyzing if the user has kept their identifiers (mode-1) or
hidden those (mode-2) in the sent image, before sending it to the Facebook group. Thus a package of four items
is sent to the Facebook group, the image, the victim’s requested mode and Facebook account number, accused
harasser’s Facebook account number, and how many times the same Facebook account number has previously
been reported as a harasser. We have used google cloud platform for the server. All the communication between
the server and the Facebook users are end-to-end encrypted.

4.2.3 Facebook Group. This is a Facebook group with all the posts preset to the privacy setting of ‘public’. Only
the application developed by us can post here upon being approved by human admins (see the components and
the flow in fig-3 (bottom-right)). This admin panel consists of responsible individuals of the society including
members of law enforcement, psychologists, and gender activists. Once the package from the server arrives at
the group and requests posting, the admins check if the report is a spam. There could be two types of mode
of reporting. If it is ‘mode-1’, then the post comes with the victim’s name and Facebook account number, the
screenshot of the harassment chat-history, the accused harasser’s Facebook account number, and how many
times this person has been reported previously. For a ‘mode-2’ reporting, the post discards the victim’s name
and Facebook account. We have used Facebook Graph API for the communication between the server and the
Facebook group.

5 USER-EVALUATION OF UNMOCHON
Our findings from the survey and pre-design interviews suggest that online harassment of women is a sensitive
issue and often victims are in a vulnerable position due to lack of socio-cultural support. So, we were wary of
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Fig. 4. Unmochon application takes a screenshot of Chrome tab that is currently open. It also copies the harasser’s unique
Facebook id from the address-bar. Before sending it to the database and posting to the dedicated Facebook page for Unmochon,
the application window only allows the users to mark the photo with red ink. (All the purple geometric shapes in the figure
were post-edited for anonymization.)

conducting an intervention with the participants, rather we decided to share our plugin with the users with
no active contact with the server and the Facebook group, explain the whole idea, and seek their feedback. We
first prepare a user-study package, which included a prototype version of the plugin and the user-guide to the
application. To avoid unintended posting during the user-study, we shared the version of the prototype with no
connection to the server and the Facebook group (see fig-4, attempt to posting on Facebook failed). For their
better understanding, we also created a demo video and added that to the package that we shared with the
participants. This section details the methods used and the data collection and analysis process.

5.1 Methods Used to Collect User-Feedback
5.1.1 Focus Group Discussion (FGD). We conducted a total of 6 FGD sessions with 19 female (4 groups) and
10 male (2 groups) participants. 13 of the female participants were from the set of participants of pre-design
interviews. We recruited the rest of the participants from our professional networks on social media, from
Facebook groups and friends. Upon reaching out to them, we explained the purpose of the work. We grouped
relatively known participants of the same gender together and set up FGDs with them. We also sent them
the user-study package a few hours before the interview so that they experience those and get some time to
think about those. In the FGDs, we explained the purpose of the application and helped them to go through it
step-by-step if needed. Then we discussed what kind of benefits this application might bring for the females
to fight their harassment on Facebook Messenger in different kinds of cases. We also asked them what kind of
challenges and troubles this application might generate for the users and other stakeholders.
The sessions were conducted in the Bengali language. The average length of the sessions was 35 mins. We

requested for participants’ permission to audio record the sessions and received permission to record 5 of them.
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Details of Post-Design User-Evaluation

FGD

Total Number of FGD Participant: 29 (Female:19, Male:10)
Age Range (in Years) Occupation

18-25: 25 (86%) Public/private job-holder: 17 (59%)
26-35: 4 (14%) Student: 12 (41%)
36+: 0 (0%) Others: 0 (0%)

Interview

Total Number of Interview Participants: 19 (Female:13, Male:6)
Age Range (in Years) Occupation

18-25: 6 (32%) Student: 6 (32%)
26-35: 11 (58%) Public/private job-holder: 13 (68%)
36+: 2 (11%) Others: 0 (0%)

Table 2. Demographic Characteristics of Participants of Post-design User-Feedback

We also offered them to discard the discussion at any moment due to their discomfort. However, no such incident
happened.

5.1.2 Interviews. Along with the FGDs, we conducted 19 interviews (13 females and 6 males) with Facebook
users as they requested a one-on-one conversation instead of a group discussion. 8 of them were from the set of
participants of pre-design interviews. As before, we recruited the rest of the participants from our professional
networks on social media, from Facebook groups and friends. Upon reaching out to them, we explained the
purpose of the work. We also sent them the user-study package a few hours before the interview so that they
experience those and get some time to think about those. During the interviews, we explained to them the
purpose of the application and helped them to go through it step-by-step if needed. Then we asked them what
kind of benefits did they see and how this application might be effective for different kinds of gender harassment
scenarios on Facebook messenger. We also asked them what kind of challenges and troubles they could imagine
that might generate from this application for the users and other stakeholders.

All of the interview sessions used Bengali as the primary language. It generally took around 25 and 40 minutes
to complete the interview. 13 of the interviews were audio-recorded with the permission of the participants. We
left every opportunity for the participants to leave the interview if they felt uncomfortable, even during any
ongoing sessions. We also informed them that we would discard the record of their participation if they wanted.
However, no such event took place over the course of the study.

5.2 Data Collection and Analysis
The audio files of interviews were recorded in the researchers’ phone and later saved in a hard drive for further
data processing steps. We collected a total of approximately 8 hours of audio recordings and around 100 pages
of interview-notes. In the analysis process, we first transcribed the audio recordings and later translated them
into English. We then performed thematic analysis on the transcriptions and our detailed notes [15, 85]. Four
of the authors independently read through the transcripts carefully and allowed codes to develop. Later they
shared their codes with each other. A total of 24 codes spontaneously developed during the first round of the
coding. Then we clustered related codes into themes after a few iterations. Some of the themes seemed recurring,
for example, vindictive, privacy, posting, recognition, justice, etc. Such themes influence the organization of our
finding section presented next.
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6 FINDINGS FROM USERS’ FEEDBACK
We organize the findings from the the user evaluation in three categories: design concerns and suggestions,
justice concerns, feedback on user interface and process. We discuss them below.

6.1 Design Concerns and Suggestions
One of the suggestions that came out during an FGD session with 6 participants was whether it is possible to check
the metadata and include a verification status with the screenshots before sending that to the server and adding
that in the reports’ status while posting them on Facebook. They explained that this approach could advantage
the authenticity of the evidence presented by the victim. In another group of 5 participants, they discussed what
could be the disadvantages of letting the harassment reporters hide their identifiers by drawing lines on them.
They discussed a hypothetical scenario where someone manipulated the browser with its meta-elements, then
captured the screenshot and hid the identifiers. In the same conversation, one of the participants suggested a
possible solution to such scenario could be to let the application report the screenshot along with metadata of
the page. Also, they suggested that the tool should reload the page by itself automatically before it captures
the screenshot, to avoid possible manipulation in the chat through some advanced engineering with the HTML
elements of the page. Concerning this point, one of them suggested developing this as a mobile app.

10 of our FGD participants anticipated that once such a tool is available, the server will be flooded with reports
and many of those might be just random people sending random reports which might have nothing to do with
harassment. They also proposed that this tool needs an intelligent filter to select and let in harassment-related
posts only. Also, in these conversations, the participants discussed the need for a guideline to define harassment.
Another group of 4 participants raised a concern that if the harasser is wise, then they would immediately know
which one of the victims of them have reported just by seeing the screenshot in the report. They also suggested
to report the name of the harasser upon verifying the authenticity of the evidence and not to expose the image of
the chat; to hide all the possible identifiers of the victim.

6.2 Justice Concerns
During the user evaluation, our participants also discussed and showed their concern about hegemonic legal
consciousness of the stakeholders in the conversation of gender justice; many aspects of mob justice on social
media and how those influence gender justice; and offenders’ privacy in this regard. We discuss them below.

6.2.1 Hegemonic Legal Consciousness. One of our interview participants, P61, is a lawyer and she informed
us that institutional justice in Bangladesh is not transparent and female-friendly. The system is inclined more
towards power-politics. Thus, often the victims find it easier to seek justice in social shaming. She told us some
of the stories from the cases of gender harassment which she recently handled and shared her experience with us
as a relevant example. A female debater developed an intimacy with another fellow male and that affinity turned
toxic at some point. Later, the female debater turned in a written complaint to their association and accused the
male colleague of gender harassment on messenger inbox in a particular social media. As P61 explained,

“The female submitted some screenshots of their chat history to their association to make the case of
harassment. Then the accused offender submitted some evidence from earlier chat histories to prove that
they were in a romantic relationship at some point and claimed that the female colleague is accusing him
of harassment to break his upcoming marriage. On the basis of the submitted evidence, the association
came to the conclusion that the female colleague was NOT harassed, but the male colleague should also
have behaved himself." (P61)

P61, thus, explained how gender, social position, and other hegemony influence the transparency in the
model of justice in Bangladeshi society, including professional spaces. She further stretched this conversation
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and explained how such a social and professional setting often disregards women’s sensitivity to their online
harassment. She pointed out that it would be generally difficult for women to seek out online gender justice,
even with technology like Unmochon.

6.2.2 Mob Justice on Social Media. Our participants brought up several challenges while seeking gender justice
on social media. During our discussion with one of the male participants, he informed us that communication
skill matters the most in seeking online mob justice. He explained,

“When a female victim exposes the online harasser to the online community shared by both of them,
often her communication skill plays a role here. Sometimes people visit the victim’s Facebook profile and
thoroughly investigate if she looks suspicious. If she wears modern clothes, then people often redirect the
case and say she was asking for it. Often women lose control over their temper at that point and start
fighting. However, if the victim stays calm, ignores the slut-shamming, and responds to the audiences
with relevant evidence then the victim wins their support." (P73)

In the same discussion, he added that storytelling is also equally important. When a woman keeps telling a
consistent story on social media and if the clues that she leaves connect to reality and to the version spoken by
the other stakeholders, then that story is widely accepted and the victim is likely to be trusted by the people.
Therefore, how the evidence is compiling into a coherent narrative rather than a scattered truth often makes the
difference, as he explained,

“There could be multiple versions of the same story. But it is the woman’s burden to speak out the version
in a way that aligns with plausibility. If she sounds strange and illogical in view of the public, then her
claims are denied. For example, a group of words, “I really need to meet you this evening, if you do not
meet me then that is going to be a problem" could mean a lot of things. People will be curious about
why the accused person wanted to meet her. People on Facebook would say it is her job to provide more
context and coherent evidence so that it can be categorized as harassment and not some business or real
needs." (P73)

8 of the interview participants also were concerned by the standard of judgment by the people on Facebook as
there are diverse groups of people with different ideologies and philosophies. They were concerned about who
would decide the metrics in a complex social setting of multiple moralities, as they expressed it this way,

“There are different types of people on Facebook. Some are extremely patriarchal, some are extremely
conservative. There are also people who are against women using Facebook since they think women
meeting unknown people on Facebook, losing their purdah and this is against the women’s purity concept
in their practicing Muslim ideology. So when a woman comes and seeks justice here, if she has any such
people in the community in front of which she is trying to establish her requited gender justice, they
might face a backlash as the mob would say she should have not talked to men or create a scope to let the
men talk to her. They might say she invited it. So in such cases, even if she proves that the harassment
was true, she might still fail to establish justice because of this blame." (P64)

13 of our participants pointed to the fact that the idea of exposing the offender in front of the online community
shared by both of the parties using the screenshot of chat history repetitively might lessen the gravity of their
complaints and could be problematic for them. Thus, the community is involved in the process of investigation
and may become curious about further details which might be irrelevant to the complaint made, but later those
can be subject to some other harassment. For example, P67 explained the story of one of her female friends,

“A few months back, my friend first complained against a male classmate in our class’s Facebook group
with no solid proof. Many of the group-members found that baseless and dismissed her accusation.
Recently, when she complained against the same person again, the harasser and his fellows said that she
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was deliberately doing this again and pointed to the previously dismissed complaint. Many people in the
group then dissed her recalling her previous complaint, my friend felt sick and left the group." (P67)

Thus, our participants informed us through many discussions that securing online gender justice with mob
would need not only authentic evidence but how the victim communicates and how they align with mob sentiment
are equally important factors in this regard. They further stretched the discussion and urged that our design
goals should include such needs of the victims for the upcoming versions of this prototype.

6.2.3 Offender’s Privacy. 5 of our interview participants also pointed that the harasser might make a case of
their privacy breaching if a victim share their personal conversation in front of a wider audience. One of the
female participants shared her experience of accusing a male friend of harassment and further consequences,

“First when I shared the photos of our chat history with some of the other friends, he claimed that the
photos are made up. Like I fabricated them. Then one day I logged into my Facebook profile in front of
people at the university and proved that I did not manipulate it, he started countering me by saying
whatever happened, he did it privately and yelled at me asking why did I invade his privacy in front
of people. Do I really have to care about his privacy after he had done so much damage to my mental
health?" (P59)

While making this point, the participant also added that the tool we have developed, may not be able to secure
the privacy of the harasser and might be much less helpful than expected by the victim while seeking gender
justice for their online harassment.

6.3 Feedback on User Interface and Process
During the user-evaluation, the participants gave us some feedback on the User Interface. For example, 5 FGD
participants showed their frustration on the lengthy processing time of the image after being captured by the
tool. Also, another 6 participants suggested having a progress bar so that the users may know the approximate
waiting time for particular processes. 9 of the FDG participants suggested to convert it into a mobile application
and put it as a floating button on top of the screen. They added that a lot of users in Bangladesh do not have
access to a desktop. Therefore, developing it as a mobile application would benefit them. 11 of the participants
insisted on making the application more informative, interactive, and guided. During the interview session with
P71, she explained her problem,

“While running the application, I did not understand if it had already taken the screenshot and where
did it go. I think it will be more helpful if the application windows are a bit more verbose and tell the
users what exactly is happening in the ongoing step." (P71)

The required browser version to run tool did not match 5 of our participants’ browser versions and thus, they
had a hard time using the tool. After testing for some more time, participant P60 noticed that while capturing
a screenshot, it’s difficult to move the application window from the intended surface for the screenshot. Both
participants P61 and P59 tried but the application window could not be moved or minimized once the button was
clicked.

7 DISCUSSION
In this paper, we have described the details of Bangladeshi female internet users’ gender harassment and what
kind of measures do they take while addressing those. Then drawing on our findings, we built a set of design
goals that are more practical and appropriate for helping the victims fight their online gender harassment. We
prototyped a version of Unmochon, conducted user-evaluation, and reported the perception of victims and other
stakeholders of such feminist designs. Findings of the work lead us to discuss some broader agendas of feminist
technology design, social support and law, and gender justice.
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7.1 Feminist Technology Design for the Global South
Our study joins the feminist-HCI discussion in the context of the global south. We cohere with some previous
literature and show that women in this particular region are socially and culturally trained to accept or ignore
their harassment and not to seek out external help [3, 88]. However, women in such strongly patriarchal societies
still find ways to cope with the situation and fulfill their needs even within their adversarial environments [86, 87].
Some of the feminist-HCI literature in this social setting argue to design for women using all possible local support
available for the women and enable other forms of situated tactics [87, 88]. Our design of Unmochon adapts
the assumptions from ‘designing within patriarchy’ orientations [88] and joins this body of feminist technology
design [8]. Feminist-HCI calls for establishing a relationship with subjects [8]. Similarly, researchers working on
gender harassment on social media often call for engaging more women, especially gender harassment victims in
designing gender justice tools and techniques [12]. We have responded to these calls since the majority of the
authors and designers in this work are females and have experienced gender harassment on social media. We
believe that our perspectives have helped us understand the participants and integrated cultural appropriateness
in the features and affordances in designing tools to support gender justice. Building on the findings from our
study, we argue that along with focusing on the users and their immediate needs, feminist-HCI and ICTD should
also aim towards political agenda like supporting gender movements on social media for a better online experience
for the female social media users from such complex patriarchal societies.

7.2 Social Support and Law
Our study of online gender harassment also joins the design for social good movement within computer science,
Ubicomp, and HCI [1, 10, 19, 31, 34, 72]. Building on the concept of community-based social support, the existing
body of work adapts the assumptions of affirmative design and persuasive design [32, 44, 74] and contributes to
the goals of social good for all. With our study, we have extended this line of literature to the context of the global
south where often users and multiple stakeholders hold diverse and tangential agendas in a given social setting
[3]. In this paper, we show that although often women seeking gender justice online are dissed and humiliated by
online populations, they still seek support from the community via friends or using a fake Facebook ID. We have
also showed that victims often believe that their sporadically and locally organized small-scale protests might
help them more than legal systems and we have listed a number of reasons for their belief. All of these angles
rising from the findings of our study lead us to argue that technology should be designed aiming to balance and
bridge between social support and legal perspective to support the victims better.

7.3 Shaming Platform and Transformative Justice
Finally, we highlight the transformative aspect of the design that we implemented through ‘Unmochon’. Transfor-
mative design is based on a broad idea of fairness. Instead of punishing an individual for a crime, transformative
justice investigates why that person committed that crime. This allows us to find deeper problems in our society
including poverty, discrimination, lack of education, lack of social support, lack of goo childhood, etc., which
contribute to making a person criminal [23, 37, 67]. Transformative justice, hence, focuses on fixing on those
bigger issues [22]. This happens in three channels: (a) restoring the social imbalance caused by the individuals
through social support, (b) changing the mindset of individuals who committed a crime through education and
social support, and (c) addressing the bigger social problem that contributed to making a person commit crimes.
Thus, transformative justice provides a way to reduce crime in a society in a more sustainable way.

One of the design principles of Unmochon is ‘shaming’ which may be interpreted as an adversarial action
toward punishing someone for their misconduct. However, shaming also provides a person with a way to reflect
on what they have done from their social peers and repent for that. Therefore, shaming may reduce crime in a
society [16]. The social process of shaming often also involves seeking forgiveness and committing not to repeat
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the crime. At the same time, social pressure is imposed on the person that keeps them away from a repetition of
the same crime. The perpetrator then gets an opportunity to learn and change their behavior and mindset. At the
same time, the discourse that is created around a shaming incident allows the society to reflect on the broader
picture of the society - where the perpetrators are coming from? why is this happening? how can we put a stop
to this? how can families, communities, and societies come together to fix the problem?. Such conversations
often lead to social welfare activities. From this perspective, we hope that Unmochon also creates a platform for
transformative justice. Having said that, we do also acknowledge that the actual happening of transformative
design largely depends on how people will use this platform and there are chances that many people may only
focus on the immediate punishment part of shaming. However, we believe that, given enough time, more and
more people will start focusing on the long-term sustainable solutions of the problem and the transformative
aspects of Unmochon will prevail.

8 LIMITATIONS OF THE WORK
Our work has several limitations. First, both online and real-life gender harassment is a stigma-topic in Bangladesh
and for that reason, recruiting participants was challenging for us.Most of the interview and focus group discussion
participants are recruited through snowball sampling and thus they are mostly the people from the researchers’
primary and secondary networks. Since we recruited the participants through convenient sampling, our work
is not free from participation bias and selection bias. The opinions of our participants and arguments driven
from those may not represent the collective view of the females of the whole nation. Second, we failed to engage
with any participant of the third gender due to our limited reach. Thus, we did not gain any insight into their
experiences of harassment and their opinion about our tool. Despite these limitations, the findings of our study
will be useful for feminist technology design in the context of low-resource and patriarchal setting. Also, the
arguments and lessons from this study will contribute to women-empowerment policy-making in Bangladesh
and other countries with a similar resource, environment, and social setting.

9 IMPLICATIONS FOR DESIGN AND FUTURE WORK
In the future iterations of the design, we plan to overcome or minimize some of the limitations of the existing
version. Our user-evaluation also points to some of the necessary future design iterations. First, we prototyped
our tool for Facebook messenger only. Our participants mentioned that they use Imo, Viber, Whatsapp, and
other text messaging services frequently and face gender harassment on those platforms as well. Following their
suggestions, one of the future work could be developing similar tools for Imo, Viber, Whatsapp, and other text
messaging services that they use. Second, Our participants pointed out that sometimes it is difficult to explain
the whole story of harassment just using one image and thus often the offenders go away taking the benefit
of the doubt. In the existing version of the prototype, there is no way to collage multiple screenshots in the
same report to explain the flow of the conversation. Our participants requested such functionality in the tool’s
future iteration of the design. Third, this version of the prototype does not support submitting the evidence to
police directly, although it fulfills some of the qualities and matches the protocol of the standard legal evidence
collection followed by the Bangladeshi police in cases on cyber-crimes. This opens up a new opportunity for us
to design technologies supporting gender justice within legal spheres. Finally, we will find ways to set up better
communication between the victim and the law-enforcement authorities through this application and revisit our
design assumptions in this regard.

10 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we present a deeper understanding of online gender harassment faced by Bangladeshi female social
media users. First, we conducted an extensive investigation of women’s online experiences of harassment. Building
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on the findings from that, we then set our design goals to support gender justice on Facebook often sought by
female victims and designed Unmochon application for women who were harassed on Facebook messenger. Our
user-evaluation with female Facebook users and some other stakeholders suggests a further improvement in
design assumptions, goals, and the user interface. We further extend our discussion on a different aspect of legal,
ethical, and pragmatic trade-offs of this type of approach. Taken together, our findings expand the ICTD and
feminist-HCI communities’ understanding of gender-justice technology design within a resource-constrained
and patriarchal social setting of Bangladesh and other similar countries.
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